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'When our committee planned the theme for today's CUFA meeting I said that

I would try to prepare,a paper about Socialization and the Development of a
%

Sense of'Right" and "Wrong" in Young Children. I felt that such a topic wasi

central to this year's conference theme on Human Values and the Human Condition.

I\fetlt we needed to fpcuson how the young child begins.to develop a,sense of.

justice; not only to dive Us a rationale'fb Classroom practfc6; not only to it

IN,luminate this aspect of early childhood deveropment,,butAlsb - I believe - be-,

cause the reasoning of,youag,Children represents tb some extent the modes of

response to sues of fairness and justice t1iat age accessible tct us all our

0

.
.

.
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' t r
4 4104
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:I have. an absolutely unscientific hunch -that not Aonly-does a capacity to ....

. .
.

reason about fairness and justice develop in an invarierit sequence, but that

the-abandonment of ratiorlity fnconflict,situatjons involving justice collap-
. t

ses in onitself in reverse sequence, when social 4aressure. and fear become'ar J
aA

part of the picture. I am hypothesizing-that people revert to more and more

t,

.simplistic way dealing with conflt: ct when they are threatened withactual or
, .

,
.

pe cervedtharm to themselves. Perhaps this frersal of modes,of reasoning,

fh's telescoping backwards also becomes a factor when,the number of variables
si

that the adults have to consider becomes so numerous or complex-that they

)can no longer sort them out. f

If we find that adults can reason about theoretical dilemmas at one level!

but that their behavior and rationaliZI;tions under stress,are at a much more

child-like level, then our awareness of the stage levels between practice and

---)"0
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theory May help us in two ways: (1) We may be able to gauge the degree

.anxiety and inability-to handle stress from the number of stages betwee the

::level of practice and theory; (2) Our knowledOe of how childreyare helped to

move upwards along the stage continuum may help 'us to develop techniques that

are successful with adults'

I'd like to begin by sharing with you some very
went studies abdut the development of a capacity for empathy, for the tak-

ing oflsociaT perspectives, and for the development of the rudiments of a

sense of justice. Two. f the three studies at I will describe have appeared
-41(

ih print only this year and one is still in manuscript form redy to go to

press. Actually, I had access to'hone of these three papers when I wrote the
.

d .

proposal 'for today's symposium. Af yoy can see then,my committment to come

here today wat a pure act of faith. I felt we were on the brink of new, re-
,

searclr'Tn the -growth,of moral development in early childhofod. r

?,

, I have been a student qf moral development theory for about eight years,.

but I have been a parent, a 'teacher and a teacher of teachergldr much longer

than that. In the,seCondihalf of Ty presentatio5I would like to share,with

you my hypotheses about the relevance of mo kl development theory on early4 '

childhood classrdoms and curricula. I will try to show the ways in which a

wholesome classroom Olmate affects moral development, the role that teacher

verbalization may have in this development, and how I set the role of -Ole
. --/

school in the broader social setting in which the young child lives.

I, .Theories of Moral Development:

Piagat has postulated. that the rOots of the. child's-,concepfs of righ
0

and wrong probably start in infancy. Tho repetition and regularity of the
..

.
,..

infant's self-initiated play is probably kike precursor of a respect for the

regularity that rules chit' ren's games, and leads finally to a respect for so-,
1,,

'1 cial and moral codes in broader,soc a fhteractions. Empath/A-anofher

S.
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aspect of moral. develop': t that has its roots in infancy. Empathy is an in-.

',voluntary, at times orceful, experiencing of another person's emotioqal state,

)and the infant 's capable of empathic distress long before he has developed a

sense of self or a sense of the "otyper". A capacity for taking the social Per-

spective of other persons is yet another aspectof social and moral development;

one that combines both cOgetion and affevic and may be a.connecting link bet-
,

ween the growth of moral judgmeq'and its congruence with moral behavOr.
. .

All classroom practice must have its intellectual undeivinhings in a theory

of human development. A stage theory for such devplopment_has been the greatest

contribution of researchers such as Piaget and Kohlberg, and has served as a

springboard for a sudden upsurge of theoretical and practical studies by others .

. /

in the field of cognition And the development of moral judgment. But ea0y
.

.. I . ...6:e4--efil-

childhood education has not had a'stage theory for moral developMeht. Piagets
A .
1

last addressed'himelf to the development of moral judgment'in 1926, and Kohl7
.,

berg stiOliputs the child under six into the limbo StS4e 0.

I thinetearly child-mod educators can take pride.in the kind of social

environment and Curriculum that is traditi nally offered to nursery school

/and kindergarten children,, but such programs ,have lacked a developmental ra-

tionaledyr de understanding of the child'i capa6ity to feel.and reason

about behavior that has social consequences. Without such rationale teachers

'must d e a "buckshot approach" - must try a. little ofall the things that.:

Might possibly work.

As I see:it, the good news for early childhood educatori is that with-
1 .-

. .
.

.

-in the last year, stage theories for the . three most important aspects of

moral Aevelopment.have been published. These 'are: (a) a stage theory for

the-growth of empathy, sympathy, altruism and guilt by Maftin I-Affinin,of

00005
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Mich gan State University, (b) a stage theory fo'r social perspective taking de
2)

yeol ed by Robert Selmin of HaeVard.University, (c) and.a sthge theory developed

by W lliam Damon of Clark University in Massachussetts for positive justice sta-

ges the young child which predhe and/or define in greater detail the early

'3)
,,stages of 5pral reasoning described by Lawrende Kohlberg,

A.:Empathic feelings and perspective-taking capacity-in moral,d7elopment:

- Hoffman points dutthatthe infant is capablAf.empathic distreselong
-

bef6 e he has developed a sense of self or asehse of the. other, and that an in-,L'
nate capacity forempathy as well as agression has greater survival value for

the pecies than agression alone would have. .Empathy is a conditioned, passive;

invOluntary response' 7.based on the "'mill of surface cues associated with ele-

ments of one's past". 'he trar;sfdrmation*of empathic into sympathetic distress -

ocTs in three stages wHich are tied to three levels of cognitiVe apprehension -

of the other. How does the child move from this empathic distress to sympathy
,.

-, $ ,

and helping behavior: SAathy.begins when the child haS a sense of the pother ".
. ,

as.a Otysical entity. At that point he'senses the other's distress but does

not *now whit causes to. .

The first level ok sympathetic distress IS almost as primitivAas the in-
.

( '.1
voluntary empathic distress; it is a possive, in/oluntary-, sometimes grossly-

e
,/- -

,_
inaccurate and transitory response to cues perceptually similar ,to those as-,.

sociated with one's own distress. It is a significant advance, however, be-
.

cause of the cyld's'desirA to help. The'secon0 stage is one of genuine role-

taking. The child has a sense of the bther not oniy as a physical entity,

but as a source of feeling in his own right. At this stage the child is'

more conscious of the tentative nature of his projections, uses trial'add

4 '
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rror and corrective feedback to modify his initial assumpations.'.

L'How early do children exhibit role-taking skill? Many children, under

six fail An,laboratory tests of role-ttking,l'prbbably because they cannot

keep 4e details of the hypothetical stortes.in mind. However, Hoffman sug-

gests that certain types-uf-lodti=taktng in familiar and highly motivating natu-

ral setting's may precede the more complex forms, investigated in the laboratory
1 4

by several years: Re cites some charming anecdotes to [flake his point. One-r-
,,A such example illustrates role-taking capacity; although not

.

in-the service of
-,,

4
altruistic behavior: At twenty monthsMAy'coveted a toy her older sister

.
,

was holding. Knowing that the'sisteet favorite toy was a rocking horse, ,

.. . . .

Marty went to pet the toy. horse, loudly acclaiming: "Nice'horsik.'2 Marcy -.

had assessed the situation correctlz, for as soon as the sister saw her with .

.

the-rocking horse, she abandoned the coveted toy to reassume.supremacy.over

thevhorse. Hoffman lists as the crucial variables for role-taking in the pre-

school years: ,intense motiviation,JaMiliaeity with the other person and the

physical surroundings, and(corrective feedback.

-A third stage in empathic-and sympathetic capacity is achieved when the

child can think of his own and other person's identity as contiuouspersons;

when he can imagine the general condition of another. Research into the de-'

velopment of sexual and racial jdentity indicates that a firm sense of the
a

permanence of,thesedistinctions come at ige seven or above. This corres-
,

ponds)to the4Piapetian timetable for multiple categorization and capacity for

conservation.-- ?

Selman's:w4rk falls within a structural-developmental framework. He exa-,

mines children's stages of social peripective-taking in terms of the 'tructure

00(4)7
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of 'social understanding, rather than the content. He analyzes thildren's

ability to conceive the subjective perspectives of others, rather than the
4'

accuracy with which they grasp t feelings of others. The stages refer to/
qualitative new ways Of thinking, not to ohrnight change, and they should be

seen as consolidations or clarification of'a concept, not as signposts of

their emergence.
.

.

*4 f 0
4Selman identifies theWfollowing sequential levels of rierspective-taking*

N., o
,

.fr

TABLE 1
1

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF SOCIAL'PERSPECTIVE-TAKING LEVELS 4)

Level Description
0 Egocentric perspective takiqg

2

Although the child can' identify superficial emotions
in other people, he often confuses other's perspec-
tive with his own. He does not realize others may ,

see a social situation differently from the way he
does. ,

Subjective perspective taking
j

Child begins to understand that other people's thoughts
and feelings may be the same or different from his.
He reTizes that people feel differently or think dif-
ferently because they are in different situations or
have different informapon.

Self-reflective perspective taking

The child is -able to reflect on Kis own thoughts and
feelings. He an anticipate other's perspective on
his diai thoughts and feelings and realize that this

influences his'perspective on.others.

Mutual perspective taking

The child can assume a third7person point of view.
He'reali7es that in a two-person interaction each
can put himself in the other's place and view him-
self from that vantage point before deciding how
to react.

4 Qualitative-system perspective taking

The adolescent conceptualizes subjective rspettives
Of persons toward one anothqr to exist not only

00006 2
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on the level of mutual exPectiations, but also
orGdeeper levels. Perspectives between persons
are seen as_forming a network orrsystem. There
are multiple levels ofperspective-itaking and
multiple systems of perspectives.

5 -Symbolic interaction perspective taking

Perspective taking'is seen as'a method for the
analysis of interpersonal and'social relations.
Due to the nature of human subjectivity itself;

o
one does not necessarily "know" the other's per-
spective as content. Mutual understanding oc-
curs through the use of similar processes of
social reasoning.

/

While Selman uses hypothetical dilemmas both as tests for social perspee-

-page 7

a.

tive taking level and as curriculum content for peer interaction he emphasizes

that our basic educational goal is to help children apply the perspective tak-

ing they have to various areas of social behavior. Just as children need to

exercise tHeir reading and math skills, they must also exercise their social

and logica,1 abilities across a wide range of situations. Perhaps the most imr-

4

portant point to make with regard to educational praCtice, is that the applica-

Mon of social perspective taking ability to the childls performance across a
0

range, of social behaviors is not an automatic process."

B. Positive Justice Shapes in Early Childhood.

William Damon analyzed,pree conceptual areas whiCh seem central in.a

child's moral world. ,These are:' (1) concerns of 'positive justice,." includ-

-ing problems-like how to distribute property fairly, hoW-and under what con-
,

ditions one should share with others, how one should trust friends, etc.;

(2) concerns of authority, including problems like whom one should obey (and

under what conditions), the meanipg to the child of power and obedience re-
,

lotions, etc.;,and (3) concerns of responsibility and blame, including prob-

lems like what constitutes a bad Act, Who is to blame, what is the nature
(

and extent of one's obligations to others, and what constitutes just retri-

0

S
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#
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bution for doing wrong."

Page, 8,

Damon used both hypothetical dilemmas -and real situations t at posed prac-
,

tical problems with children aged four ydars and older. From these he developed

a series of sub-stages for the emergence of concepts of positive justice, which.

he labels Zero A & B, One .A & B and Two A & B.

TABLf 1:

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF PdSITIVE JUStjCE STAGES)

STAGE 9

Substage 0-A:-.Positive justice choices der4ve from S's with
'that an act occur., Reasons simply assert the choices, rather than
attempting to justify them, e.g., I should get it because I want to
have it. S confuses fairness with his/her owndesires.A

Substage 0-B: Choices still reflect S's desirts, but are now
justified,on the basis.of external, pbservable realities such as
size, sex, or other physical.charactefistiCs of-persohs,e.g., we
should get the most because, we're girls. Such justifications, how-
ever, are invoked in a fluctuating, a posterior4 manner, and are
self-serving in the end. S confuse' fairness with niceness.

("TAGE 1

/Substage 1-A.: Positive justice choices derive from notions of.
. strict equality in actions, e.g., that everyone should get the same.

* , Justifications are consistent with this principle, but are unilate-
r41 and inflexible. confuses fairness with equality.

.
.

Substage 1-B.. Positivejustice choices 'derive from a notion of
reciprocity in actions: that persons should be paid back in ki=ted
for doing good or bad things. Notions of merit and deserving emerge.
Justifications are unilateral and inflexible. S confuses fairness ,.

with dessert.

STAGE 2

-0

Substage 2-A: A moral relativity develops out of the understand-
ing that different persons can.have different, yet equally .valid,'
justifications for their claims ,to justice. Choices attempt'quantita-,'
tive compromises between competing claims, e.g:4 he should get the
most bUt'she should get some too. S Confuses-fatimess with compro-
mise.

f.

a
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Substage 2-Bt S cOcirdtpates considerations of equality and recipro-
citisuch:that Vs positive justice Chp.ices-take into account the
claims Of-variouspersons and the demands "of:the,-specific situationi
in relation to one another. Choices are firm and clear-cut, yet jus-
tifcations reflect the recognition that all perstins should be given
their,due (though,-in many situations, this does. not mean equal treat-
Merit). S confuses fairness with satisfaction of "all persons present.-

It jmplicationsidf Moral Oevelownt Research for Early Chtldhob&Pro§rains4"-''

A. Creating a School'Environmedt
a

-

As a student of moral development theon. I: am convinced that (171-:there.i:

a hierarchy of levels-o. rreasoning:, (2.) that human,,beings.are capable of develop-

ing the increasingly comprehensive and complex ways of analyzing dilemmas and

bat (3) the infier drive to comprehend and'organize experjence is the greatest-

impetus to moral development.

AS a Parent and teacher, I know that positive reinforcement for thoughtful.A
ways of dealing with conflicts Provide a climate in which the 'child-Can expose-,

himself to experiences from which he cab learn. All of us Who have worked with
o

children have come to know that a child is more likely to risk himself in situ-

ationS that may involve conflict and pain if he knows that.adUlts will protect

him froll harm-at the hands of others. Confidence to\risk himself also depends
. .-

/
a

'on his sensvof security.that the adult will stop him from going too far if he1 .
.

himself laihes out in anger at Others' both in family and School situations:

Similarly, the child who knows that he will'be protected from ridicule can. af-. 4.'... '. '-
g

ford -to speaksout,'_cantafford to assert ,himself withbut monitoring first what
,

. . " 2----,_ ... ,

4 the possible effect of espontaneous reaction will be. ,
,

I know of noostudies that have compared the number of 'instances in a day
,

in which a child who is .confident of being accepted and protected)is willing.
.

-,,.... .
. . .to risk himself, versus a child who has learned to-be-pautious in relations

i._. , .

;with
.,7.. ,)

.

other children.and adults. On a cumulative level, the difference between.'

the two must be astronomical,
c

000 1.1
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A'c ftifor self-restraint and fothe postponing of immediate gra-

tificatioW'are needed if.the chtd ts 'to move' be,yond'an infantile resPonse-le-
A

Yel.- Those of us-who have^, worked closely with children an&have wathched
. .

°this gradually developing capacity 'for the postponment of immediate gratifi=

cation, are likely to agree thttchildren who are used to having their bavic.

physical and emotional needs met, will probably develop this capacity a

sooners an children who, have been physically pr-emotionally deprived::
.0

- -

d .

B. 'he Elect:ions-of Adult VerbalizatiOn'in.Moral Development,,
\ . .

.,
It .14 very likely that it is:helpful 10 the child if he has al4anguage:Ja- 7

r '--,

bel 'fOr.felin s 'of which he:is just becoming. aware, It is also 'very likely,,,

that language a' language labels can helpAo make the bridge between the- child's
. A i -

. .

....

4 awareness of his own feelings andihis:awareness: of the feelings-Ofrhers. The -.

. -.,
. . .-

'
.

..-capacity for 'role -probablY is dependent at, least as much. ea capacitym . .
t

1
.

.- ,for enipalhias aWholebody response, as it is'Ontthe:rational language linked
.. H

component. But, language can undoubtedly be a helpful,coimplementand supplement
/.,

..

\ .4

'to the capacity for role taking. .

Verbalization and simplp,rationgiiatiOn be'valuable even when the child4
t

does not,understand the adult's- mpssage. The child may still be learnting the
,r "

more important lesson that people haT/e reasons for their behavior, and that such :

5

.'reasons are important to them. Furthermore, the giving of reasons $6 our beha-

vior and feelings,is one aspOCt of the respect we'gi/e to other human'beings.

"Giving reasons" is a cornerstone of civilizedsocial interaction. "Having rea-,

e

4' L.

sons" is to integral patt of any _conception ofi jUstice..

influence ofaa)king td children' about "rigbtWhen` We' compai-e th,e

with bther - non-verbal -

and "wrong"'

)(Inds ?f teacher behavior,, it is well-known that peha-'

w ords. However, when language underscores ttie child'svior speaks louder'than.

/. . . /
experiences and When the message, is consistent with the social behavior the child

SS

000:(24
,r1
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kids, good things won't happen unless they happenixfsctiocl. For many 'children

schoOl is.a haven from adult neglect and impulsive behavior. A stable and ac-
.

cepting'enyironment can help the child to learn about fairness and right and

wrong through social experiences, even when the teacher makes no overt effort

to teach about justice.

. ;Page 1)

se $s around him, then language undoubtedly contributes, to sbcia.l learning.
, I ,

C. Modeling and Consistency of.Expectiationstin Moral Development

The likelyhood of socially acceptable behavior 4ncreases with the consis-

tency in the child's environment. On the other hand, the development of a cap:

cit.)/For)l-easoning about justice may occur to a greater extent Mien the child
,

finds that there are some exceptions to the rules., Every real-life situation

probabiy holds in itenough. conflict and confusion to."giye the child thispneces-

sary food for thought. Even when adults are scrupulously "fair" the system

breaks down when other childrenivo not abide\by the rule`. 'I hardly think we

need to worry about having an enviTment outsidesof the laber-atory that is so

-consistent that the child is unawarelof confliCts and alternatives. However,

we unfortunately see many instances of, the oppos\te extreme, when the child sees
..,

so many exceptions\to the "rule that he despairs\of finding a pattern.
\

,

t

'Ij 'recent years, criticism of the schools has teen rife, and for many p

ple it,has,become a comfortable assumption that it.is
\
in-the schotl that chil

ren find disorganization and lack of standards,wlothe home in. contrast pro-

vtdes a loving environment in which "moral standards" are learned. It woul0
4

,' .

r

be well t remember thaf many parents today are so preoccupied with their own

problems that the opportunities for guiding iheir childrensi informal learning

4.

about interpersonal relationships are all too frequently missed. For lots of

00013



D.. Providing Perspective for the' 'Child A.

i ss
'

Many people-look baCk nostalgically to
.
a simpler society in whith school

Page 12

:restricted itself to the learning of the three R's". However, injthat,Ompler
.

,,society the adults as wed as :the childiens.Nere not exposed to,a constantbom-
,

v..

t bardment by'stimu]i were not constantly exposed to 'problems over which they have
'. -e .,-, . . .

, ,

-.'little diredt control. In our earlier, simpler world, adults and children had ,.

o o .

a

a much More-concrete sense of cayse and effect than the younger generation has
ay,

been able to qevelop today.

S :*The school today haSx) make a deliberate effo.rt to protec t the youfft-child

frowbeing engulfed by too many undigested experiences, This is one reason why

. we cannot afford to ignore the influencelof television on young childten. Be-_
0

,cause children watch such large amounts of television aihout adult interprets-
.

ton, I belieVe that teachers at school must help children to sort out and re-
.

.

evaluate emotional mtiinformation as well'as factual misinformation.

4 ,

Fe
.

bave become very much aware of the pUtential harmful effects of vio-

lence

.
.

.

q
.

lence on television, of,the'fragmentation of ctilldren's attention, of the lack

ofdemand that the medium makes on children to increase their attention span.

, But there are othe . potential effects of television whose infl
(LI

ence have hardly.

begun to be explored. -.To use just one example: Do we know what(effect the laugh

tracks On-television programs have'On chlldren's.developing'sense of humof or.

'on children's develOping sense of sympathy for people in distress? Here is an
1 4, , ,

instance, where a device,,was developed to create a sense of audience participa-

tion in 'studio produced programs, by people who bad no intention of influencing
.4

one or more aspects of mdlral deveA4ment.- Nevertheless, I think we show dlook
%

.

icing and hard to see wfiat. the effect on children may be when they repeatedly ,L ,

hear canned laughter in..tituatiods where sympathy, might be the appropriate

4k.
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reaction in real life. AdOlts sometimes laugh in situations that have an Un-
.

expected or negative element, butt in real life children get many non-verbal cues
.

.

from adultS'which correctthe initial impression that another person's misfortune

is funny.' Thestereotypes-elLsituation comedies and the simplistics of cartoons

carry no such corrective messige.
.

Television is often the child's primary viewof "'society ". It is'a passive
. .

view, but ,it is the first. And it is in this,. iew .of; society that some young

. e

children first experience broken promises, Toys advertised on TV fail to live

up to their promise. Sales pitches are exa crated; too many pro*ctsclaim.to

be "the best". After "promising" to show a ildren's T.V., Special, tie young
o

viewer may find47.time spot pre-empted by a football game. Then within a few

years, as: soon as the child's mind registers part of the news programs he over-
.

hears, the child will be overwhelmed by stories of rawlessness and crime.

r

We cannot shield children from thete experiences. BUtpart of,their

education.in school can consist of guided discussions built on the child's in-
,

formation and misinformation from television viewing. Teachers can help Child-.

ren,to 'see that adults have reasons for what they do,, -The decisions that are .

based on these reasons may not be pleasing to many children or adults, and may

not seem "fair".,Neverthless, people--even the people on T.V.'have,reasons for

what they do.

It.is important for children to realize that adults are also concerned

about "fairness" and "right" and "wrong". It is important for children to see

1

that adults can cope with major and minor injustices'around them; that adults

can be angry or disappointed but'not lose control; that adults have positive

/ways for trying to redress injustice.

0
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first years .oi school can show the child that this society can care,

that 'this society can deal' justly and with mercy. The

in countless' incidental ways, 'butibilouSe this idea is

child oan learn phis

so important, we as

teachers should teek out ways to say it as Ipll as show it.

Just as a fish presumably is not aware of beiRg' in the water,,the toddler

at home may,be,unaware of the fact that there are social alternatives to the,
.

. . ,. ,

behavior to, which he has become habituated. In that sense,.the nursery school,

or other first ,school experience is for many. children the first time and place
,,

An which they may gain social perspedtive. Some .of the lessons children must

learn are by no means easy. But, the very fact that the school is a new set

of glasses through which to view the universe.is a gold&n'opportunity for teach-
\ .

ers .to gtie children a, feeling' that the world is i good 'place; a world which

people can and should deal fairly with each other.
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